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ABSTRACT 
We prove the Pfaffian analog of the well-known diagonal expansion theorem for 
determinants. If Pk is the sum of the Pfaffians of all the k-square principal triangular 
subarrays of a given N-square triangular array A then P(~) = ~1 N Pk;t k = Pfaffian 
[A(;~)] with ai~(;~) = ai~ -- (--1) j-i ~2. Our proof is an application of Wick's theorem. 
Pfaffians occupy an obscure corner of matrix algebra but their 
usefulness for combinatorial problems is undisputed, as witnessed, for 
example, by Kasteleyn's use of them to solve the dimer problem [1] and 
Tutte's use of them in graph theory [2]. The purpose of this note is 
twofold: (a) To prove what we believe to be a new theorem in the subject 
and (b) to do so using Wick's theorem [3] which, while it is well known 
in the physics literature, is comparatively unknown in the mathematics 
literature. 
First, we recall the definition of a Pfaffian: 
DEFXNITION. Let N be even and let A = {a~.} be an N-square triangular 
array o f  numbers (aij is defined for  1 <~ i < j <~ N). The Pfaffian of  A 
is given by 
Pf(A) : ~ '  ~e a~l,~ a~2 ~3"'" a~(N-1)aN. (1) 
P 
The sum in (1) is on all permutations 
p= (lod2 ...N o~2...~N) 
such that o~1 < o~2, o~3 < ~4,..., c~(N -- 1) < o~Nandsuch t at od < c~3 < o~5, 
etc. e e = 1 for  even permutations and ep ~ -- 1 for  odd permutations. 
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It is well known that 
[Pf(A)] ~ = det(.4), (2) 
where X is the N-square antisymmetric matrix whose upper triangle is A. 
To motivate our Pfaffian theorem, consider the following well-known 
theorem on determinants: I f M is an N-square matrix (N even or odd), 
let Mk be the sum of the determinants of all the N-  k-square principal 
submatrices of M. (A typical k-square submatrix is obtained by deleting 
N --  k rows and the same N --  k columns f rom M. There are (~) of these.) 
MN ~ 1. Then 
N 
D(A) ~ ~ M~A k = det[M(h)], (3) 
/c=0 
where M(A) ---- M -k AL 
Our theorem is the analog of (3) for Pfaffians. 
THEOREM. Let N be even and let A = {aij} be an N-square triangular 
array. Further, for k even, let P~ be the sum of the Pfaffians of all the 
N-  k-square principal triangular subarrays of A. (A typical k-square 
subarray is obtained by deleting N -- k rows and the same N -- k columns 
from A. There are (~) of these.) For k odd we define Pk = O. Then, the 
generating function (with P~ =-- 1) 
N 
P(A) ~ Z Pk Ak (4) 
k=0 
is given by 
P(A) = Pf[A(A)], (5) 
where A(A) is the N-square triangular array whose i, j element is given by 
ai~(h) = aij - -  ( - -1)  ~-i h z. (6) 
Obviously, P(A) is a polynomial  of degree 89 in )d. We illustrate the 
theorem for N = 4: 
Pf[A()t)] ---- (a12 + h2)(aa, + A 2) - -  (ala - -  h2)(a~, - -  )t z) 
+ (a14 + ,~2)(a~a + A s) 
= a12a34 - -  a13a2, t + a14a23 
+ h2(a12 + a13 + a14 + a~8 + a~4 + aa4) 
+ ?,4 
= Po + ,~2pz + ,~'P,t 9 (7) 
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While it is possible to prove the theorem by pedestrian methods we 
shall use Wick's theorem. It originally arose in connection with Quantum 
Field Theory and has since undergone several generalizations. The proofs 
given are usually involved but there is a very elegant one due to Gaudin [4] 
which we shall recapitulate here. 
LEMMA 1 (WICK). Let C1, C2 .... , Cn be a set of  linear operators on a 
finite dimensional vector space. Let I be the identity andlet Z ~ trace (I) 
be the dimension of  the space. Further, suppose that all the anticommutators 
are proportional to I, that is, 
{Ci,  C5} ~ C~Cj + CjC, = a~jI, V i ~ j, (8) 
where A = {a~j} is a symmetric n-square matrix. Then, i f  n is even, 
Z -z trace (C~C2 "" Cn) = (89 Pf(A) (9) 
with A being the upper triangular array of  A. 
Gaudin's proof proceeds by induction. Define G~j to be the left- 
hand side of (9) when C~ and Cj are both replaced by I. Then use 
C~C 2 = a~j -  C2Cz, C~Ca = a~3I -  CaC1 ,..., C~C~ = a~, J -  C~C~ to 
obtain 
Z -1 trace (C1C, "" Ca) = ~ Gljav(--1) ~ 
j=2 
Z -1 trace (C2C 3 ... C,~C1). 
(10) 
But, by the cyclic invariance of the trace, the left side of (10) is equal 
to the second term on the right side of (10). Hence 
Z -1 trace (C1C2 "'" C~) = 89 ~, Gljal~(--1) ~. (11) 
J=2 
Now, (9) is clearly true for n = 0 and, by induction, 
Gi~ = 2(89 "/~ Pf(~4~i), 
where A ~ is the (n -  2)-square principal subarray in which rows and 
columns i and j are deleted. Hence 
Z -1 trace (C1C2"'" C,O ~- (89 ~ Pf(a~J)al~(--1)~ 
3"ffi2 
-~ (89 (12) 
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The last equality in (12) is the obvious recursion relation for the Pfaffian (1) 
(the analog of Laplace's rule for the determinant). 
To use Lemma 1 for our theorem we construct a vector space and 
N operators C1, Cz ,..., CN such that 
{C~ , Cj} = 2aft,  V i @ j, (13) 
for an arbitrary triangular array A. To do this, let V be a vector space 
of dimension Z = 2 N with a set of N fermion operators b 1 ..... bu and 
their Hermit ian conjugates bl + . . . . .  bN  + which satisfy the anticommutation 
relations 
{b~, b~} = 0, V i, L 
{b~ +, bj} = ~J ,  V i, j , (14) 
{b J,  bJ} = 0, V i, j . 
(Later, we shall explicitly exhibit V and the fermion operators.) I f  we 
define 
Ci -- b~ + ~ a~b/,  (15) 
(with ai~ ~ a~) then (13) follows from (14) and (15). It  is a well-known 
trivial consequence of (14) that the eigenvalues of each number operator 
n~ =- b~+b~ (for i = 1 ..... N) (16) 
are 0 and 1, that there exists a state % in V (called the vacuum) such that 
bw0 = 0, V i, (17) 
and that a complete orthonormal basis in V can be defined by simply 
specifying, for each state, all the "particle occupation numbers"  n~ = 0 
or 1. The state for which n~, n B .... , are 1' and the rest are zero is 
q~,t~,... ~ (b~+bJ '")  %.  (18) 
Since b~q~,~ .... = ~0~ .... (using (14) and (17)) one speaks of the bi as 
annihilation operators and of  the b~* as creation operators. The total 
particle number  operator is 
N 
= ~ nj (19) 
j= l  
and we see that when any C~ acts on an eigenstate of ~ it changes the 
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parity of ~ (i.e., even to odd and odd to even). Thus, for any subset 
c, ,  cB,..., 
trace(C~CB .'.) = 0 (20) 
if the total number of C operators is odd. 
Returning to the definition (4), we have, using Lemma 1 and (20), 
the result: 
PO t) = Z -1 trace[(A + CI)(A + C2)"" (2t + CN)]. (21) 
(Note that the factor 2 in (13) is chosen to cancel the factor (~)~/~ in (9).) 
It is not true, unfortunately, that the anticommutator f ~ § C~ with 
q- Cj is proportional to I, otherwise we could use Lemma 1 to evaluate 
POt) from (21). Consider, however, the parity operator 
which has the properties 
Q ~ ( -1 )  ", (22) 
Q2= 1, (23) 
{Q, Ci} = 0, V i. (24) 
(See the remark following (19) above.) If, in the operator C1C2 "'" C~, 
we replace some subset of operators C,,  C~ ,... by Q we obtain 
Oa.t~ . . . .  ~ C1  "'" Cez - lQCc~+l  "'" C t?_ IQC~3+I  "'" CN 
-= eQ"C~ " "  Co~_1Cc~+1 . . .  G_IC~+I  .." CN,  (25) 
where n is the number of Q's involved and, from (24), ~ = ~1. To 
evaluate cr we define n, to be the number of integers in the set a,/3,... 
which are even, whence, by a trivial exercise in induction, 
= (-- 1)~/2 (--1) ~o, for n even, 
= (--1) (~-1)/2 (--1) n", for n odd. 
We also observe that 
(26) 
trace(0~.~....) ---- 0 (27) 
if n is odd because in that case the number of remaining C operators is 
N -  n, which is odd, and because Q does not change the parity ~9. 
If, on the other hand, n is even then Q" = 1. 
Thus we conclude that 
P()t) = Z -1 trace[DiD ~... DN] (28) 
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where 
D~ = Cj -t- iAQ ( j  even), 
= Cj - i~Q ( j  odd). (29) 
(Note that the factors i = v/--~l - in (29) just compensate for the sign of 
in (26).) At last we are in a position to use Lemma 1 because 
{Di, D~} = (G ,  G} -- 2;~2( - 1) j-~ Q2 
= 2[aej - Az( - 1) j-~] L (30) 
Hence, P(~) = Pf[A00]. Q.E.D. 
It remains only to show that we can construct a vector space with 
fermion operators as in (14). Let V = U 1 @ U~ @ ... @ UN, where each 
Ui is a two-dimensional vector space, and let 
%+ = I1 @ "" @I~_1 @ (00 ~) @/j+l @ "" @ IN, (31) 
while %- is its Hermitian conjugate, i.e., 
(o 
The cr's satisfy (14) when the indices i and j are equal, i.e., 
(~i+)z = (~- )2  = 0, ~+a~- + ~-~+ --- L (32) 
but when the indices are unequal the ~ operators commute instead of 
anticommute. To remedy this lack, define 
and then define 
e l  ~ - - I  + 2crj+es- (33) 
(34) 
whence it will be seen that the b's satisfy (14). The definition (34) is known 
as the Jordan-Wigner transformation [5], 
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